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Historical perspectives on human rights politics contribute to a larger, ongoing
dialogue with activists, lawyers, sociologists, and political scientists. As the historian of
ideas Kenneth Cmiel has reminded us, “historians of human rights can do much to further
our understanding of global political discourse by not taking the term for granted, by
carefully attending to its different uses, and by locating those uses in local, political
contexts.”i Such a deeply-contextualized approach in turn anchors broader discussions of
what we might learn from particular transformative moments in the past. This kind of
expansive analysis helps us interrogate overly facile deployments of historical “lessons”
even as it offers affirmative examples of a more capacious definition of the national
interest – a definition that defined American values as explicitly incorporating human
rights, however imperfectly realized in practice.

Rockwell vs. Roosevelt
Norman Rockwell was feeling rejected. Early in 1942, the well-known American
illustrator was interested in making an artistic contribution to the Allied war effort. He
hoped to go beyond the sentimental content of his First World War propaganda posters,
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with their images of well-scrubbed soldiers singing around the campfire. Rockwell
hoped to paint something inspirational, ideally with an uplifting ideological message. “I
wanted to do something bigger than a war poster,” he later explained, in order to “make
some statement about what the country was fighting for.” Accordingly, Rockwell
thought he might illustrate the principles of the August 1941 Atlantic Charter, a short
Anglo-American statement of war and peace aims, “thinking that maybe it contained the
idea I was looking for.”ii
But how to paint the ideas about self-determination, free trade, disarmament, and
collective security articulated in the 8-point Roosevelt-Churchill Atlantic Charter?
Rockwell eventually gave up. He noted in his autobiography that, not only could he not
paint the war and peace aims itemized in the Atlantic Charter statement; the 376-word
document was so boring that he couldn’t even bring himself to read it. “I hadn’t been
able to get beyond the first paragraph,” he confessed. The artist then decided that
although the ideas in the proclamation were doubtlessly very noble, he, Rockwell, was
“not noble enough” to paint them. He concluded, matter-of-factly; “Besides, nobody I
know was reading the [Atlantic Charter] proclamation either, despite all the fanfare and
hullabaloo about it in the press and on the radio.”
Nor were the Office of War Information officials whom Rockwell solicited
particularly interested in employing the forty-eight-year-old illustrator, anyway. They
were seeking someone younger and edgier for a 1942 war bond campaign. They insulted
the notoriously thin-skinned artist by suggesting that his realistic style might better lend
itself to illustrating a calisthenics manual, instead.iii
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So what was a patriotic and publicity-hungry artist to do? Instead of illustrating
an abstract international agreement, Rockwell went on to paint his famously homespun
interpretation of a related initiative describing war and peace aims: a depiction of each of
Roosevelt’s 1941 “Four Freedoms” -- freedom of speech and religion; and freedom from
fear and want -- a list drawn from FDR’s State of the Union address of January 1941.
A recent essay on Rockwell’s contribution to the war effort favorably contrasts the
illustrator’s “salt-of-the-earth” rendition of the Four Freedoms, featuring scenes from the
daily lives of the artist’s Vermont neighbors, with the “brainy” and “dense” presentation
of the Four Freedoms offered by the Roosevelt administration in a 1942 Office of War
Information pamphlet. As Rockwell himself put it, “I’ll express the ideas in simple,
everyday scenes . . . Take them out of the noble language of the [Four Freedoms]
proclamation and put them in terms everybody can understand.”iv
Rockwell took the “thin” and universalist terms of the language from Roosevelt’s
Four Freedoms speech and “thickened” them by using a local, culturally-specific idiom.
Political theorist Benedict Anderson famously observed that it is easier to motivate
citizens to fight and die for their country rather than for amorphous, transnational values
or organizations such as Marxism, the Red Cross, or the United Nations. This
phenomenon arguably continues to push expressions of personal loyalty and sacrifice
towards a more and more local vernacular, where concrete images of home and hearth
exert a more powerful grip than discussions of rights and ideas as symbols of “what we
are fighting for.”v
Rockwell had reshaped the Four Freedoms vision into a format that was so
culturally-specific that his rendition was barely comprehensible even to many of
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America’s anti-Axis allies. The artist noted that the starving and overrun European allies
“sort of resented” the image of abundance in the “Freedom from Want” poster, for
example, which featured a well-fed family eagerly anticipating consuming an enormous
roast turkey.vi
The major point of contrast between the Rockwell and Roosevelt visions of the
Four Freedoms was the distance between a domestic and an international focus for U.S.
war aims. While the text of Roosevelt’s original Four Freedoms speech percussively
highlighted the worldwide relevance of each “freedom,” repeating the phrase
“everywhere in the world” after each item to emphasize their universal application,
Rockwell’s Four Freedoms were an almost exclusively domestic affair, in both senses of
that term. As the runaway success of Rockwell’s vision soon suggested, it proved
dramatically easier to sell “national goals which justify asking citizens to make the
ultimate sacrifice” as a purely domestic, front-porch-style agenda.vii Even the initial
circulation of these images was privatized: Instead of creating his paintings as a
government commission (as he had originally tried to do), Rockwell ended up selling
them to his long-time client the Saturday Evening Post.
One result of the instant popularity of Rockwell’s Four Freedoms series was that
they were soon picked up by the Office of War Information anyway, as part of a war
bond campaign. Repackaged as a series of posters adorning the walls of schools and
other government buildings, Rockwell’s Four Freedoms went on to become some of the
most enduring images of the war years for many Americans on the home front. Other
publicists and advertisers soon integrated references to the popular and recognizable Four
Freedoms into portrayals of daily life, as a device for selling consumer goods by linking
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consumption to war aims. A 1943 advertisement for Wilson Sporting Goods equipment
in Life magazine asked Americans to dedicate themselves “to the proposition that all men
everywhere are entitled to Freedom from Fear, Freedom from Want, Freedom of Speech
and Freedom of Worship. But let us also be a Nation of athletes – ever ready, if need be,
to sustain our rights by the might of millions of physically fit sports-trained, freedomloving Americans.”viii
But there were other contrasts between the Roosevelt and Rockwell visions of this
boiled-down set of war aims. Rockwell’s rendition also neatly elided what might be
called the “New Deal content” of the Four Freedoms, namely the way economic rights
were mixed together with more traditional political and civil rights. By setting his image
of abundance in a private space – the family dining room – Rockwell avoided any
implication that ensuring freedom from want was a governmental responsibility.
Historian Lizabeth Cohen notes how “Rockwell depicted ‘Freedom From Want’ not as a
worker with a job, nor as government beneficence protecting the hungry and homeless,
but rather as a celebration of the plenitude that American families reaped through their
participation in a mass consumer economy.”ix
By contrast, the government-sanctioned message of the Four Freedoms posited
“the foundation of a Global New Deal,” as historian Robert Westbrook has incisively
observed, and implied a “reciprocal relationship” between state and citizen, where the
state would be obliged “to provide and protect a minimal level of subsistence for the
individuals who comprise it.”x This mixing of political and economic provisions
speaking with the sovereign voice of government was a New Deal-inspired phenomenon,
and such provisions were stewed together in the terms of the 1941 Atlantic Charter, as
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well – the also-ran subject of Rockwell’s wartime vision -- which sketched a vision for
the postwar world where “all the men in all the lands may live out their lives in freedom
from fear and want.” In a recent essay, the historian of ideas James Kloppenberg
highlights “the gap between the privatized utopia of plenty portrayed in Norman
Rockwell’s rendition and Roosevelt’s own more egalitarian conception of the Four
Freedoms.”xi

The Genesis of FDR’s Four Freedoms: Legacies of the Great Depression
This paper traces the wider ideological and more immediate political origins of Franklin
Roosevelt’s famous Four Freedoms address of 1941, focusing on the evolution and
transformation of the content of the phrase “freedom from fear and want.” The resulting
analysis attempts to recapture a human rights moment that is all but forgotten in many
treatments of mid-twentieth-century America: before the advent of the full-blown Cold
War, when the ideologies of the mature New Deal were colliding with the politics of
oncoming war, and when social and economic rights, along with more traditional civil
and political rights, were widely touted as ideological weapons in an anti-Axis arsenal.
The expanded notion of stability in early 1940s America grew directly out of the
broader social and political impact of the Great Depression of the 1930s. America’s
Great Depression, as a national slice of a transnational phenomenon, shattered lives and
often reshaped the worldview of those who remembered it. Over the course of a decade
in which unemployment rates never fell below 14 percent, and often approached 50
percent in cities such as Detroit and Chicago, nearly half of all white families, and 90
percent of African-American families, lived for some time in poverty. Even the marriage
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rate declined by almost one-fourth, as pessimistic young people faced an uncertain
future.xii
The American iteration of the Great Depression assumed a pivotal importance not
only for the certainties it shattered and the improvisation and resourcefulness it called
forth from so may individuals but also for the scope and variety of institutional responses.
As local charities and states with depleted coffers turned helplessly to Washington, it was
federally-sponsored programs that got the country moving again. The Works Progress
Administration employed some eight and a half million of the formerly jobless; the Civil
Works Administration employed over four million; the Civilian Conservation Corps put
three million more to work on forestry, flood control, and anti-erosion projects. The
WPA and other programs had an impact far beyond the numbers of those directly
employed: for example, over 30 million American saw the productions of the federal
Theater Project, while the Federal Music Project sponsored over 200,000 performances
by 15,000 musicians.xiii
Millions of Americans responded to the New Deal experiment with fervor. The
White House received 450,000 letters during FDR’s first week in office; seventy people
were hired just to respond to the overwhelming volume of mail. President Hoover, by
contrast, had managed with a lone mailroom employee during his entire tenure in office.
Historian of ideas Isaiah Berlin wrote of Roosevelt that “he altered the fundamental
concept and its obligations to the governed” by initiating “a tradition of positive action.”
This tradition in turn fed new expectations that quickly ossified into perceived
entitlements. Security for individuals – the dominant motif of the New Deal – would be
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permanently associated with “entitled benefits that only the federal government could
confer.”xiv
For policymakers, the lessons of the New Deal response to the Great Depression
were twofold: first, that there was a connection between individual security and the
stability and security of the wider polity; and second, that institutions of governance had
“an affirmative responsibility” to help individuals achieve that security. After
transborder armed conflict erupted in Europe in 1939, these lessons were readily
extrapolated to the international level by Roosevelt’s aides in the executive branch as
well as by State, War, and Treasury Department planers, many of whom had served as
New Deal administrators themselves.xv
Roosevelt had mentioned an earlier version of the idea of a list of freedoms in a
press conference on June 5, 1940, as a response to a question about how he might “write
the next peace.”xvi Originally framed in the negative, FDR had offered a checklist for
“the elimination of four fears:” “the fear in many countries that they cannot worship God
in their own way;” “the fear of not being able to speak out,” “the fear of arms;” and “the
fear of not being able to have normal economic and social relations with other nations.”xvii
The following month, another reporter’s question elicited a list that added up to five
protected qualities – freedom of information, religion, and expression, as well as freedom
from fear and want -- although the fifth one was in effect added by the questioner after
the president had finished an initial tally:
Q: [Mr. Harkness]: Well, I had a fifth in mind which you might describe
as ‘freedom from want’ – free trade, opening up trade?
The President: Yes, that is true. I had that in mind but forgot it. Freedom
from want – in other words, the removal of certain barriers between
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nations, cultural in the first place and commercial in the second place.
That is the fifth, very definitely.xviii

It is fascinating to trace the evolution of the content of the catchphrase “freedom from
want” over the course of 1940-42. This phrase actually starts out as one of the labels for
U.S. Secretary of State Cordell Hull’s cherished reciprocal free trade agreements. By
1942 it stands in for a concept much closer to what we would now call a personal
entitlement, with its internationalization as the key difference between the post-World
War I and post-World War II vision of international order, at least for many U.S. wartime
planners.
According to Roosevelt speechwriter Sam Rosenman, reports of
contemporaneous debates over social welfare in Britain were a major source of
inspiration for Roosevelt’s evolving list of “fears” and “freedoms.”xix A clippings file
maintained for the president on the general topic of an “economic bill of rights,” and used
for the preparation of the Four Freedoms speech, contained a letter quoting New York
Post columnist Samuel Grafton, whose book All Out had recently been published in
Britain. The Grafton excerpt explained that “In September of 1940 the better sections of
the English press began to debate the need for an ‘economic bill of rights,’ to defeat
Hitlerism in the world forever by establishing minimum standards of housing, food,
education, and medical care, along with free speech, free press and free worship.”
Roosevelt’s “Four Freedoms” speech file also contained a December 1940 clipping from
the New York Post, quoting the joint proposals offered by Protestant and Catholic leaders
in Britain, advocating:
1. That extreme inequalities of wealth be abolished
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2. Full education for all children, regardless of class or race
3. Protection for the family
4. Restoration of a sense of divine vocation to daily work
5. Use of all the resources of the earth for the benefit of the whole human
race.
These debates in Britain were part of a transatlantic wave of interest in the relationship of
domestic social welfare provisions – individual security – to wider war and peace aims –
international security.xx
In Britain, these concerns about the economic contours of the postwar world
found immediate political expression in 1941 with the commissioning of the extensive
surveys underpinning the so-called Beveridge Report, which was not published until late
1942.xxi The Beveridge Report, named after the British economist and social welfare
expert Sir William Beveridge, was a detailed proposal “designed to abolish physical
want” in Britain, through “social security,” noting that “social security for the purpose of
the Report is defined as maintenance of subsistence income.”xxii When the Report was
finally released, a year after the publication of the Atlantic Charter, it mentioned the
Charter explicitly and used the language of the Four Freedoms, as did the American and
British press coverage analyzing it. The Beveridge Report was “put forward as a
measure necessary to translate the words of the Atlantic Charter into deeds,” concluded
the Report’s official summary, which also explained that “Freedom from want cannot be
forced on a democracy . . . It must be won by them.”xxiii
American press coverage of the Beveridge Report referred to it as a British
“blueprint for postwar New Deal,” which would stand as “the first attempt to translate the
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four freedoms into fact” by giving life to “at least one of the rights specified in the
Atlantic Charter – the right to live without hunger or destitution.”xxiv This use denotes a
definite shift in the way Americans were deploying the phrase “freedom from want” from
FDR’s earlier articulation two years earlier, regarding the “fear of not being able to have
normal economic and social relations with other nations.” Linking individual security to
international security was becoming a fresh way of framing U.S. national interests.
This nexus between ideas about individual and international security starts to
gain traction before 1941 – examples would include the Philadelphia Conference of the
Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America, establishing the Commission to
Study the Bases of a Just and Durable Peace, as well as Roosevelt’s 1940 State of the
Union Address of January 3, 1940 and Radio Address of January 19, 1940 – but the logic
of linkages between individual and international security did not receive wide attention in
the United States until the 1941 Four Freedoms speech.xxv
Nor was this an especially American phenomenon: as of 1942, ”[m]ore than sixty
major statements on the nature of the postwar world have thus far been issued by
religious groups in various countries,” notes historian Lois Minsky, such as the really
quite radical Malvern Declaration of Church of England leaders from January 1941,
which called for “removal of the stumbling block of private ownership of basic resources,
urge[d] unemployment insurance, industrial democracy, equal educational opportunities
for all, and the unification of Europe as a co-operative commonwealth.” European social
and labor movements in the 1930s, such as Leon Blum’s French Socialist Party, called
for a “social regime” to replace untrammeled individualism, while legal scholars such as
Chile’s Alejandro Alvarez called for an international bill of rights, and sociologists such
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as Emile Durkheim and Karl Mannheim called for increased social solidarity. Historian
Ken Cmiel has left us an important unpublished essay about four “conscience liberals”
who were all professionally active in the early 1940s, and who all went on to make major
contributions to the UN’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948: China’s Pengchung Chang, Lebanon’s Charles Malik, Panama’s Ricardo Alfaro, and France’s Jacques
Maritain.xxvi
By 1942 in the U.S., such an expansion of the idea of security was taken for
granted in Roosevelt administration policy statements, and widely perceived to be one of
the lessons of the Great Depression in an increasingly unsettled international
environment. A September 1942 pamphlet from the National Resources Planning Board
entitled “After the War – Toward Security: Freedom From Want” stated in its
introductory note that its own postwar planning efforts were “designed to meet the
challenge to our national security caused by lack or inadequacy of jobs or income.”
Explaining that “without social and economic security there can be no true guarantee of
freedom,” the agency asserted that these objectives are “indeed a fundamental part of
national defense.”xxvii
Ideas about national security were expanding in the American domestic realm, as
well. To pressure Roosevelt to sign an executive order prohibiting racial discrimination
by defense contractors, labor leader A. Philip Randolph threatened a march of 100,000
African-American workers on the White House in June 1941, while lawyer and activist
Thurgood Marshall was urging that anti-lynching legislation was “just as important as
portions of the National Defense Program” for a nation that was “starved for military
personnel, begging for factory workers, and striving for international credibility.”xxviii
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The Four Freedoms, Atlantic Charter, and Britain’s Beveridge Report were only
three of the more visible crests in a transatlantic sea of advocacy generated by journalists,
social welfare activists, academics, professionals, and church leaders as well as elected
political leaders and bureaucrats in the early 1940s.xxix The editor of the London Times,
Robert M. Barrington Ward, wrote an impassioned letter to Churchill in April 1942,
proposing additional dramatic public declarations based on the Atlantic Charter: “The
fundamental demand on the peace-makers,” the editor explained, “from uncounted
millions of mankind, will be for welfare and security. These twin aims sum up the
essential purpose of the [Atlantic] Charter. They are aims which will more and more
obliterate the distinctions once possible between domestic and foreign policy. The
realization of the Charter can and must begin at home.”xxx As part of a dialogue that
crossed national boundaries, the broader policy context of the Four Freedoms and the
Atlantic Charter highlights the reciprocal relationship between domestic and international
politics, an often-underemphasized perspective in the study of foreign policy generally,
and in the study of the U.S. role in the world in particular.
Roosevelt’s famous phrase that Dr. New Deal would have to give way to Dr. Win
the War as the primary physician resuscitating the American body politic has led a
number of historians to conclude that the New Deal had ended, or was winding down,
under the impact of the war. An alternative framing would be to argue that the New Deal
was transformed from a set of domestic programs into a war aim, and infused with a new,
explicitly human rights perspective as it was multilateralized by its reiterations in the
Four Freedoms and Atlantic Charter.
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As legal scholar Cass Sunstein observes, New Deal-infused commitments such as
the Four Freedoms “came from a fusion of New Deal thinking in the early 1930s with the
American response to World War II in the 1940s. The threat from Hitler and the Axis
powers broadened the New Deal’s commitment to security and strengthened the nation’s
appreciation of human vulnerability.” In the early 1940s, a thinner and more rhetorical
iteration of the New Deal was becoming nothing less than America’s vision for the
postwar world.xxxi

An “Economic Bill of Rights”
Because of the way scholars commonly write about rights today, discussions of the Four
Freedoms and the Atlantic Charter tend to separate the “political” from the “economic”
provisions. Skipping ahead to the late 1940s, for instance, we can see how political rights
-- often known as “civil rights” during the interwar era and embodied, for example, in the
U.S. Bill of Rights -- had come to be anointed by U.S. analysts as essential fundamental
freedoms defining the “free world” in opposition to its remaining totalitarian rival, the
Soviet Union. By contrast, economic rights, such as a right to food, shelter, medical care,
or employment, had by the early Cold War era come to be denigrated as initiatives that
were not merely aspirational or utopian, but affirmatively un-American.xxxii
Indeed, by 1949, former State Department official, Roosevelt speechwriter,
Librarian of Congress, and unofficial poet laureate, Archibald MacLeish, was warning
that American politics operated “under a kind of upside-down Russian veto” -- that is,
whatever Moscow advocated must by definition be the opposite of the liberty-loving
American approach.xxxiii Tainted by their association with the USSR, by the late 1940s
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economic, social, and cultural rights accordingly were being dismissed as anathema to
free enterprise visions of limited government.xxxiv
But such a polarization was not always the case, particularly at the historical
moment in the early 1940s when the realities of oncoming war were colliding with the
ideologies of the mature New Deal. For example, another section of Roosevelt’s same
1941 Four Freedoms speech had spelled out FDR’s ideas about the “basic things
expected by our people of their political and economic systems.”xxxv Roosevelt’s list, in
turn, served as the basis for a more elaborate “Economic Bill of Rights” devised by the
National Resources Planning Board, and was widely reprinted as a pamphlet under the
title Our Freedoms and Rights.xxxvi This Economic Bill of Rights was discussed by the
Planning Board's vice-chair, University of Chicago professor Charles E. Merriam, in his
1941 Edwin Lawrence Godkin Lecture on Democracy at Harvard University. In this
speech, Merriam outlined a list of “fundamentals which underlie a democratic program
guaranteeing social justice:”

For everyone equal access to minimum security as well as to the
adventures of civilization.
For everyone food, shelter, clothing, on an American minimum standard.
For everyone a job at a fair wage -- if he is in the labor market -- and a
guaranty against joblessness.
For everyone a guaranty of protection against accident and disease.
For everyone a guaranteed education, adapted to his personality and the
world in which he lives.
For everyone a guaranty of protection against old age.
For everyone an opportunity for recreation and the cultural activities
appropriate to his time.xxxvii
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This is an astonishing list! One measure of the extent to which our contemporary
sensibilities have been shaped by later, Cold War-inspired shifts in the American political
discourse of rights is the continuing power of such a New Deal-inspired catalogue to
surprise us. In a commentary that could just as easily be about the Four Freedoms
proclamation itself, Merriam explained:
There are two great objectives of democracies in the field of world
relationships:
I.

The security of a jural order of the world in which decisions are
made on the basis of justice rather than violence.

II.

The fullest development of the national resources of all nations and
the fullest participation of all peoples in the gains of civilization.

Linking these two ideas together as a matter of public policy was arguably a New Dealinspired contribution. Indeed, Roosevelt speechwriter Sam Rosenman referred to the
1941 Annual Message as a whole -- which included articulations of innovative initiatives
such as Lend Lease, the Four Freedoms, the Economic Bill of Rights -- as the president’s
“renewed summation of the New Deal.”xxxviii Part of what was new about it was its
explicit international focus, putting the New Deal on the path to becoming a war aim.
Merriam framed his own speech with the hope that “[s]ome day it will dawn upon us that
all the clauses in the Preamble to the Constitution are worth fighting for.” He elaborated:
“Justice was the first term in the [Constitution's] preamble and liberty the last, but
between them came the general welfare, common defense, and domestic tranquility.”xxxix
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Transformation and Reinvigoration of Human Rights Ideas
This paper does not assert that “human rights” was somehow a new term born of World
War II. A more precise formulation would be to argue that, as a figure of speech,
“human rights” entered the lexicon of educated readers and influential commentators as a
readily-understood shorthand in the World War II era, both in the United States and
internationally. More importantly, the term’s meaning shifted as it entered general use.
Before the war, the phrase occasionally appeared as a somewhat disfavored variation of
the much older locution, “rights of man.”xl Human rights was also used occasionally as a
synonym for the narrower legal term “civil rights” -- which in the interwar era in the U.S.
usually meant controversies relating to the Bill of Rights or specialized fields such as
labor rights.xli By the end of the war, however, the term “human rights” was serving as a
caption for the so-called fundamental freedoms meant to differentiate the Allies from
their totalitarian rivals.
Traditional civil rights such as freedom of speech and religion were a lesser,
included subset of these fundamental freedoms, which drew on natural law concepts to
paint a vision of what scholar of ethics and public affairs Paul Lauren calls “certain basic
and inherent rights” to which all individuals were entitled “simply by virtue of being
human.”xlii For example, for the political theorist and essayist Hannah Arendt, the
wartime encounter with totalitarianism “demonstrated that human dignity needs a new
guarantee which can be found only in a new political principle, in a new law on earth,
whose validity this time must comprehend the whole of humanity.”xliii Legal scholar
Richard Primus explains that what he calls a “resurgence of normative foundationalism”
soon resulted in “a new vocabulary of ‘human rights’” which linked wartime political
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commitments with “a broader idea rarely seen in the generation before the war but
ascendant thereafter: that certain rights exist and must be respected regardless of the
positive law.”xliv
While the precise measurement of such a sea-change is necessarily inexact, one
way of highlighting this shift in American political thought would be to examine the New
York Times Index for the years 1936 to 1956. In 1936, there is no “human rights”
heading at all. In 1937, the term makes a tentative appearance with two articles, one on
property rights and one on labor rights. By 1946, the term is listed as a separate heading,
referring the reader to “civil rights,” where there are approximately 150 articles we would
recognize as addressing human rights-related topics. In 1956, the human rights heading
is no longer cross-referenced to civil rights, but rather to a whole new conceptual
universe, “freedom and human rights,” under which heading there are over six hundred
articles.xlv
There is arguably something of a time lag for such an amorphous shift to be
reflected in the index of a general-interest newspaper. Indeed, if there were a “moment”
when the term acquired its modern meaning, a strong candidate would be the signing of
the initial “Declaration by United Nations” on January 1, 1942. This document was a
product of the second major Churchill-Roosevelt summit, codenamed Arcadia, held in
mid-December 1941 to early January 1942. Immediately after the December 7th attack
on Pearl Harbor, the prime minister proposed a Washington summit to formalize a
“Grand Alliance” of Anglo-American military operations. In private at least, Churchill
signaled that he no longer saw himself as the hopeful suitor in his relationship with the
United States, commenting that “now that she is in the harem, we talk to her quite
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differently.” (Churchill often used a gendered or sexualized imagery not at all uncommon
to his day. What is perhaps noteworthy about the prime minister’s salty asides is the way
they consistently tagged the United States and its leader with feminine imagery.)xlvi
Churchill famously took up residence in the White House for fourteen days,
keeping Roosevelt up all hours, charming the American press corps and Congress – and
having a mild heart attack, kept secret due to its potential effect on allied morale. In a
widely acclaimed address to a joint session of Congress on December 26, 1941, the prime
minister noted bluntly that: “If we had kept together after the last war, if we had taken
common measures for our safety, this renewal of the curse need never have fallen upon
us.” White House Press Secretary Steven Early was reportedly “becoming concerned at
the quality of the oratorical competition.”xlvii
At the urging via cable of Deputy Prime Minister Clement Attlee, the two leaders
agreed that, in order to emphasize “that this war is being waged for the freedom of the
small nations as well as the great powers,” their resulting statement of alliance should be
broadened to include the 26 other nations then at war with the Axis.xlviii FDR himself
coined the term “United Nations” for this growing anti-Axis coalition: the president liked
the way the term stressed common purpose and de-emphasized the military
component.xlix (Churchill preferred “Grand Alliance.”) Roosevelt was reportedly so
taken with his choice of title that he interrupted Churchill’s bath to tell the prime minister
about it.l In this January 1942 Declaration by United Nations, the 26 Allies began by
affirming the “common program of purposes and principles . . . known as the Atlantic
Charter.” The United Nations coalition went on to assert that they were fighting to secure
“decent life, liberty, independence, and religious freedom” as against the “savage and
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brutal forces seeking to subjugate the world.” These nations pledged to cooperate in
order “to preserve human rights and justice in their own lands as well as in other lands.”li
The term “human rights” had been absent from the December 25 draft of the
Declaration by United Nations. It was likely added in response to a memo from Harry
Hopkins, who wrote that: “another sentence should be added including a restatement of
our aims for human freedom, justice, security, not only for the people in our own lands
but for all the people of the world.” He continued, “I think a good deal of care should be
given to the exact words of this and I do not think the reference to the Atlantic Charter is
adequate.”lii
Incorporating the Atlantic Charter by explicit reference, the final version of the
Declaration by United Nations is the first multilateral statement of the four key elements
of a new, anti-Axis reading of the term “human rights.”liii These four elements included
(1) highlighting traditional political rights as core values; (2) incorporating a broader
vision of so-called “Four Freedoms” rights, which included references to economic
justice; (3) suggesting that the subjects of this vision included individuals as well as the
more traditional unit of sovereign nation-states (by means of the Atlantic Charter phrase
referencing “all the men in all the lands”); and finally, (4) emphasizing that these
principles applied domestically as well as internationally.liv This was a fresh formulation
of a much older term, and all four of these elements continue to inform our modern
conception of the term “human rights” today.lv
There is, of course, a heartbreaking irony in the timing of the United Nations’
ringing phrases, which were circulated worldwide during the same month in 1942 as the
infamous Wannsee Conference was held among Nazi Germany’s wartime leaders.lvi
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Again with bitter irony, January 1942 is also the very same month that federal officials
decided forcibly to “relocate” -- under what were effectively POW conditions -- some
127,000 persons of Japanese ancestry in the continental United States, roughly two-thirds
of whom were American citizens.lvii Such horrifying contrasts only emphasize why it is
important continually to juxtapose discussions of words with an examination of lived
realities. Reacting to the Declaration of the United Nations, Mohandas Gandhi wrote to
Roosevelt in July 1942: “I venture to think that the Allied Declaration that the Allies are
fighting to make the world safe for freedom of the individual and for democracy sounds
hollow, so long as India, and for that matter, Africa are exploited by Great Britain, and
America has the Negro problem in her own home.” (Ken Cmiel reminds us that “Gandhi
generally disliked rights-talk of all kinds, associating it with the self-indulgence of the
modern age”).lviii
Gandhi’s letter underscores how aware historical actors themselves often were of
these yawning gaps between rhetoric and reality. In part, it is an awareness of such
disjunctures -- in the examples above, amounting to a cognitive dissonance so strong as
to induce near-vertigo -- that itself constitutes an engine of historical change in its own
right, precisely in order to narrow the gap. This dynamic may be described as a kind of
feedback effect, induced by reading one's own press releases.lix
This transformation of human rights as a label -- from narrow and domestic ideas
about civil rights to a broader and internationalized vision of fundamental freedoms -- is
an unusually clear example of how a conceptual change can be reflected in a rhetorical
shift.lx In short, human rights as a locution achieved what might be called a kind of
“cultural traction” in the United States during this era -- a congruence with the newly-
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reshaped worldview not only of elite opinion makers, but also of what was then a fairly
recently-identified demographic growing up between elite and mass opinion, a widening
group of citizens known at the time as “the attentive public.”
The very demographic group designated as “the attentive public” had itself
changed composition considerably during the war. This heterogeneous group included
people who occasionally read a “middlebrow” periodical such as Reader’s Digest or The
Saturday Evening Post, for example, in addition to a daily metropolitan newspaper. Just
a few percentage points’ increase in this group could consolidate the critical mass
favoring an ever-broader construction of the Roosevelt administration’s war aims – a
mass that was either absent or quiescent in the wake of World War I. The very term
“middlebrow” dates from the early 1940s, although the cultural historian Joan Shelley
Rubin traces its roots to the founding of the Book-of-the-Month Club and other
developments in the late 1920s. Robert Westbrook describes America’s World War II as
“the first American war to follow the consolidation of mass culture and social science,”
putting the formulators of U.S. policy in a position to act of the systematic “investigation
of the reflective life of less articulate men and women,” especially after the advent of
scientific public opinion polling in 1936.lxi
The infusion of these human rights ideas into traditional American conceptions of
the national interest resulted in something new under the sun in mid-1940s America. The
human rights ideas embedded in the Four Freedoms and the Atlantic Charter -- as well as
in the 1942 Declaration of the United Nations, the document which further
internationalized the Charter -- had reshaped the concept of the national interest by
injecting an explicitly moral calculus. While international initiatives infused with
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moralistic ideas were hardly a new development, now mobilized and mainstream
constituencies were arguably paying attention and reacting in a way they had not before.
These vocal constituencies were quick to shout about the betrayal of the “principles of the
Atlantic Charter” when confronted with the cold realities of U.S. policies that ignored
British colonialism, strengthened status quo ideologies such as national sovereignty, or
facilitated racial segregation and repression.lxii
The prime minister of New Zealand echoed many of America’s allies when he
repeatedly invoked “the principles of the Atlantic Charter” which “must be honoured
because thousands have died for them.” As he elaborated in a 1944 speech to the
Canadian parliament, linking the Atlantic Charter and the Four Freedoms: “Your boys,
boys of New Zealand, South Africa, India, the United States and all the united nations
have given their lives that the four freedoms – freedom of speech, freedom of religion,
freedom from fear and freedom from want – may be established and the masses of the
people given greater opportunities than ever before.” He then warned, “Unless we strive
to carry out those principles we shall be undoing in peace what has been won on the
battlefield.” lxiii
Similarly, after an early 4-power draft of the United Nations Charter was
circulated in October 1944, one of the main objections by “smaller” countries not invited
to these negotiations was the absence of an explicit discussion of a role for human rights,
especially economic and social rights. Representatives of Australia and New Zealand
met in Wellington in November 1944 and developed a joint proposal calling for a greater
role for expanded provisions on economic and social rights; Poland and Denmark offered
proposals to append the 1941 Atlantic Charter to the new United Nations Charter;
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Norway wanted to append the 1942 “Declaration by United Nations,” multilateralizing
the Atlantic Charter and explicitly referencing human rights.lxiv
Probably the most trenchant human-rights-related critique of the draft world
charter came from an assembly of nineteen Latin American nations convened at
Chapultepec castle near Mexico City in February-March 1945: Bolivia, Cuba, and
Mexico sought to annex an international bill of rights to the UN’s proposed
“constitution.” The delegation from Nicaragua admonished that “the peace and security
of the world” now depended on “all nations, large and small, now adopting in their
international relations . . . solid principles of equality and justice, of liberty and law,”
while the delegation from Cuba submitted an extensive “Declaration of the International
Rights and Duties of the Individual” which the conference voted to append to the other
suggestions to be forwarded to the inaugural San Francisco UN conference. Conference
president Ezequiel Padilla, who had formerly served as Mexico’s attorney general and as
a revolutionary leader under Pancho Villa, explained that wartime solidarity needed to be
converted “into a solidarity of peace; a solidarity that considers the poverty of the people,
its social instability, its malnutrition.”lxv
By the end of the war, the iconic status of the Four Freedoms and the Atlantic
Charter had itself become a sort of “entangling alliance” in its own right, in the evocative
image of historian Lloyd Gardner. Especially in the realm of social and economic rights,
images of “war aims” and “what we are fighting for” contributed to both creating and
raising expectations about the justice and legitimacy of any proposed postwar order,
much to the inconvenience – and occasional annoyance -- of the Allied officials charged
with planning for a postwar world.lxvi
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Some Contemporary Resonances: Constructing a more expansive vision of the
national interest

The legal scholar and political scientist Anne-Marie Slaughter has noted specific
similarities in regulatory structure, institutional design, and even the cast of characters
between various New Deal programs and wartime multilateral initiatives. United States
security became bound up with the collective security embodied by the United Nations
system, in a way that large groups of citizens as well as traditional policy elites could
intuitively understand. In the words of a 1946 League of Women Voters pamphlet,
“Even before this war had ended this nation had decided that singlehanded it could not
ensure its own security, and that the only safety lay in working away from the old system
of a world organized into intensely competitive nationalistic states working together for
agreed-upon ends.” American multilateralism became a way of using rules and
institutions to entrench U.S. interests in the global arena beyond the war.lxvii
This story accordingly suggests a correlation between multilateralism – solving
problems in tandem with allies – and a globalized, integrated vision of human rights that
would apply within national boundaries as well as across them. But in the contemporary
world, the shadowy outline of a new and disturbing disturbing correlation is emerging on
the international scene: an axis linking unilateralism with a lack of respect for human
rights. Such a link has a certain intuitive traction; that decency itself might become a
casualty of discarding what the U.S. Declaration of Independence calls “a decent respect
for the opinion of mankind.”
Lack of comprehension of these dynamic processes of transformation may ell be
the pith of what is lacking from neoconservative and “realist” analyses of international
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politics. Such approaches are too static. They tend to discount the processes for
transformation that emerge through the workings of institutions, activism, ideas,
education, and technology, and reactions to local or international events. The latetwentieth-century wave of what the international legal scholar Jonathan Greenberg calls
“rule of law revolutions” in Eastern Europe, the Philippines, Chile, South Africa, South
Korea, and Taiwan was a set of developments that realists analysis completely failed to
predict, for example. These revolutions drew much of their power from international
human rights ideas and institutions. Astonishingly, they also unfolded without the
cataclysmic violence one would have expected, given the entrenched regimes they
overthrew or drastically modified. But no realist-dominated mode of inquiry has been
able to explain this phenomenon.lxviii
Equally important, standard realist approaches unrealistically discount the
possibility of transformation in unwelcome directions, such as the creation of additional
terrorists and the alienation of allies through poorly-planned and incompetently-executed
unilateral interventions. A worldview which assumes that the pool of “evildoers” is fixed
is just as erroneous as one which assumes that a god process is the same thing as a good
result.
In 1941 the political scientist Harold Lasswell expressed his concern that, asa
democracy mobilized to fight its enemies, it might transform itself into a “garrison state.’
He feared the emergence of a technocratic dystopia where “the specialists on violence are
the most powerful group in society,” having usurped legislators and other representative
groups where who were merely “specialists on bargaining.” In Hannah Arendt’s iconic
analysis of the origins of totalitarianism, the first, fatal step on this downward path was
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the advent of the device of “protective custody ”for so-called “undesirable elements . . .
whose offenses could not be proved and who could not be sentenced by ordinary
processes of law.” Repression of traditional civil rights at home was combined with the
creation of what Arendt called “a condition of complete rightslessness” in occupation
zones abroad.lxix
Wartime political theorists also understood that the process of administering such
a garrison state, at home and abroad, would have a transformative effect on individual
citizens. The lawyer and sociologist David Riesman worried in 1942 that a kind of
authoritarian politics might be possible even in America: “Like a flood,” he wrote
evocatively, such a collapse of democratic institutions “begins in general erosions of
traditional beliefs, in the ideological dust storms of long ago, in little rivulets of lies, not
caught by the authorized channels.” The ends – order, elite control, and military
mobilization – would somehow serve to justify the means – repression, squelching of
civil liberties, and the sowing of suspicion among citizens.lxx
In the twenty-first century, we are starting to see that transforming one’s polity
into an occupying power can have dramatic and deleterious effects on the people called
upon to do the actual occupying. The cultural critic Susan Sontag examined how
individuals take their moral cues from the system in which they are embedded. The U.S.
torture scandal beginning in 2004 was “not an aberration,” she explained, but rather “a
direct consequence of the with-us-or-against-us doctrines of world struggle with which
the [U.S.] administration has sought to change, change radically, the international stance
of the United States and to recast many democratic institutions and prerogatives.” Such
an impact also translates transnationally: the international relations expert Rosemary Foot
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has recently noted how arrests under Malaysia’s internal security act have spiked since
9/11, as has internal repression against separatists in Indonesia, with officials in those
countries justifying repressive measures against internal opponents specifically on the
basis of America’s handling of its own detainees in the war on terror.lxxi
Here again the human rights politics of the 1940s have something to tell us.
Seeking a different kind of congruence between the internal and the external, Roosevelt
in his Four Freedoms address explained that “just as our national policy in internal affairs
has been based on a decent respect” – note the deliberate echo of the Declaration of
Independence – “for the rights and dignity of all our fellow men within our gates, so our
national policy in foreign affairs has been based upon a decent respect for the rights and
dignity of all nations, large and small.” While FDR’s assessment may have been
excessively optimistic, he captured a dynamic through which rhetoric can serve to
reshape reality. Legally unenforceable ideals, such as those embodied in the Declaration
of Independence or Atlantic Charter, might nevertheless serve “both as personal
aspiration and as effective political fulcrum,” in the words of legal scholar David Martin,
offering an impetus for positive changes.
By contrast, cultivating a reputation as a bully who fails to show decent respect –
who scorns the permission slip of multilateral legitimacy for interventionist policies –
may turn out to be especially costly and ineffective when imprudently designed plans go
awry. The veteran American journalist Walter Cronkite observed in the waning months
of the formal U.S. occupation of Iraq that “in the appalling abuses at Abu Ghraib prison
and the international outrage it has caused, we are reaping what we have so carelessly
sown. In this and in so may other ways, our unilateralism and the arrogance that
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accompanies it have cost us dearly.” Rather than “draining the swamp of terrorism,” in
the imagery of today’s political strategists, such policies have instead drained the
“gigantic reservoir of good will toward the American people” – the increasingly parched
resource that Republican presidential candidate Wendell Willkie in the 1940s termed “the
biggest political fact of our time.”lxxii
This is not to say that rights are always trumps and that a free society can never
take steps to protect itself, including bounded curtailments of liberties, as the political
commentator Michael Ignatieff has recently argued. But Ignatieff also shows that it is a
significant blow to a free society – a win for the bad guys – when the very institutions
underpinning a free society are reframed as a source of weakness. This dystopian
narrative, the narrative of Lasswell’s 1940s “garrison state,” deflates the spacious concept
of the national interest, by disparaging and diminishing those very values and principles
that other peoples might admire about the United States and even seek to emulate.lxxiii
Policy expert Joseph Nye has coined the term “soft power” for what he describes
as “the ability to get what you want through attraction rather than coercion or payments.
It arises from the attractiveness of a country’s culture, political ideals, and policies.”
Nye’s premier example of this phenomenon is “the impact of Franklin Roosevelt’s Four
Freedoms in Europe at the end of World War II” – a classic instance of “when our
policies are seen as legitimate in the eyes of others.”lxxiv [29/298] His analysis is even
more pointed in an era where human rights have once again become a vector for
transformations in America’s self image and its role in the world.
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